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For those of you who have not re-newed your dues for 1982 this 

will be the last news letter you'll be recreceiving. The March 

issue will contain our 1982 chapter roster. Cut off will be 

February 28, 1982. 

On February 27, 1982 from 9 a.m. till noon we will have our 

secound buzz-in at Iancaster airport. For those of you who 

have not been to Iancaster recently they have a nifty little 

snack bar that serves a great breakfast at a reasonable price. 

See you all Saturday, February 27, 1982 at Lancaster. 

For those of you who are going to Oskosh housing is getting tighter 

then a bull's behind at fly time so get them reservations i n . 

Don't forget Kerville •••••• • we well need volanteers so make plans 

to come and help. 

A NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATION DEDICATED TO THE ADVANCEMENT OF AVIATION EDUCATION. HOMEBUILT AIRCRAFT AND PRIVATE AVIATION 



EAA CHAPTER 168 
Program for February 23, 1982--7:30 pm 

Skyline Recreation Center 

The attendance for our January meeting was terrific! There were 

over 130 in attendance! That kind of participation is what makes Chapter 

168 great. 

We apologize for the poor accoustics and the busted sound system, but 

the stories by the builders were great. A special thank you to John Kranker 

(Polliwagen); Dick Cavin {Cricket); Lew Nixon {Dragonfly); Hap Buce (Stephens); 

Y.10nroe McDonald {BD-4); John Austin (T-18); and Clare Button (Hiperbipe) for 

their sharing their stories for our enjoyment and education. This is what 

the EAA is all about, people helping people to help other people. 

There were several builders prepared and ready to talk about their 

projects, but time ran out, so in February we're going to pick up where we 

left off in January. If you didn't get to hear about your favorite airplane 

last month, do not despair! We hope to have a sound system and more builders 

reports February 23, 1982 at 7:30 pm at the Skyline Recreation Center. Don't 

miss it! 

There is a Chapter Planning Questionnaire included in this newsletter. 
i 

Please complete this form and bring ·· it to the February meeting. Your input 

is vital to the success of our Chapter meetings. If you can't attend the 

meeting, please mail your completed questionnaire to me or send it to the 

meeting by someone who is attending. Your help is most appreciated. 

Fly Safely! 

W\~ 
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Our first fly-in of the season was -- well, to put it mildly, dro-wned 
out. 'I'he morning of January 30th probably dawned somewhere, but around here 
the morning was coming down in bucketfulls. 

I had been looking forward all week long to getting the T-18 out and 
flying over to Mesq_uite and enjcying the company of fellow EAA'ers, but as 
Saturday got closer tlie WX prog got more gloomy. Finally it was give up, 
haul do-wn the flag, (and pardon the expression) go by auto. 

We soon found out that a little thing like a frog-strangler doesn't 
really slow up real .live·, dyed-in-the-wool aeronutz. By the time tr.e FAA' s 
JOHN JARCHOW was reaJy to start the GAMA Sweepstakes proceedings, etc., the 
joint was overflowing to the rafters. 

As the films started I coula.n't help but think how the quality of the 
FAA training films had improved over the yee.rs. In the '50s we were treated 
to a deluge of surplus Air Force training films from WW II (of doubtful 
educational value in our present environment). Now they are in color, phcto
graphically excellent, anu the content is pertinent to the r eal world. Most 
of the dialogue is by pilots and you don't get the impression that the golden
voiced commentator really doesn't trnow an aileron from a water fountaino 

We saw several good films, but I-thought the filil1 on Mountain flying 
was particularly good. It was excellent. Quite a few of those present 
were of the same opinion. 

There were quite a few of the le.dies there, too. I noticed that they 
were paying close attention to the films and the other words of flying wisdom 
being dispensed. I wish more of the wives could have been there. As many 
would be potential co-pilots, such educational films would enhance their 
general understanding of this flying business, that seems to so absorb their 
spouses. If it accomplisted nothing else, it would increase their pleasure(?) 
of flying and allay the:ir fears of the unknow"'Il a bit. 

BOB CLARK and his wife, CHARLENE, were sitting right behind us during 
the film showings and after 'a.rd she was telling us {with very evident enthu
siasm) that she had taken the first step towards learning to fly and getting 
her private license. She has just started the ground school course and also 
is reading one of the recommende~ books on how to fly an airplane. I recom
mended the book, "Stick and Rudder" by WOLFGANG LANGEWIESCHE, which I think 
should be a MUST for any new pilot. Wolfgang is widely recognized as having 
a rare writing talent, inasmuch as he can take a complex subject apart and 
then put all the pieces back together in such simple, understandable language, 
so that the subject is crystal clear in all its aspects. 

When we consider that there are only three basic things to master in 
all flying, whether it's an ultraligh~ or a supersonic jet, (the climb, the 
turn, and the glide) and the mastery of flying is a measure of how well we 
are able to coordinate and combine these three relatively simple things to 
do, it follows that crystal clear understanding of these three basic func
ticns is absolutely essential. Yet in this day and age of enlightenment we 
continue to h~ve accidents that very obviously happen because the pilot 
didn't completely understand (and thus misused) those three basic functions. 

I 

j 
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If right now you are saying to yourself that the above is an over
simplification just ask yourself this question: "Why should we ever have 
stall/spin accidents if the pilot truly understands and appreciates those 
three basic things?" Yet stall/ spin accidents contirrne to be a signifi
cant part of the accident statistics 60 years after man's firs t powered 
flights! Perhaps there is no simple answer , but it I s a fact of' life that 
no properly trained pilot accidentally stalls or spins an airplane. 

What properly trained means might be hard to define (and is probably 
debatable , too). Under our present system the burden of responsibility f or 
properly training a student rests squarely on the shoulders of the flight 
instructor. If we look at statistics it becomes quite evident that this 
arrangement is far from perfect. 

Our inheritance of this traditional method of tea.ching a person to 
fly goes clear back to the Dark Ages of aviation and while it has been 
refined a bit it essentially remains unchanged. First of all the airplane 
(in fligct) is one of the poorest places imaginable to teach anyone any
thing. Can you imagine learning anything while the teacher has to yell to 
make himself heard over the engine roar, while your body was being sub
jected to strange anu unfamiliar sensations, and while you desperately try 
to find unfamiliar instruments and interpret their significance? Finally, 
you are trying to remember a thousand new bits of information, sounds, 
sights and sensations, so as to operate unfamiliar controls with both of 
our feet and hands. Add the mental distraction of a strange sounding radio 
blaring what sounds like a foreign language in your ear and you can see 
why some of flying's important lessons don't get learned. Can you visualize 
a new doctor being taught to do surgery in such an environment? The obvious 
conclusion is that the way we go about teaching flying is dumb, dumb, dumb! 

We can excuse these methods in the early days, as there really wasn't 
a very good alternative, but today we have all the teaching tools that are 
used in all fields of education. We have television, computers, motion 
pictures, tape recorders, teaching machines, etc. and best of all we have 
simulators. Unfortunately, the present crop of simulators and aural/visual 
ground school courses leave far too many gaps in a pilot's learning. 

Just as subjects are taught in other fields, the learnir,g process should 
be seQuenced in an orderly and progressive manner and each student should be 
able to regulate his mm pace of learning. The home video recorder is a 
logical and relatively inexpensive tool, whose potential as an aid to learni ng 
is tremendous . As the cost of actually flying an airplane for training con
tinues to escalate, it's surprising that flight schools haven't comprehended 
the cost significance of simulator training vs. actual flight training. A.c
tual flight training is incredibly wasteful of the student's tj_me and money. 
On a busy airport it's not at all unusual for fully 76'% of the training hour 
to be wasted by taxiing, waiting for T/0 release, time enroute to a practice 
area and return, very large traffic patterns, unrealistic approach speeds, 
etc. Then there is that confounded radio. Soon a new student gets the 
idea that the radio is all-important and instead of developing self-reliance 
in all decision making he meekly (and sometimes fearfully) waits for some
one else to tell him what to do. He needs to know that he alone has the 
responsibility for command decisions and that the only function of a tower 
opera.tor is to make sure that aircraft don't run together and that he should 
never allow anyone to intrude on his area of authority. 
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The logical way to introdtice a new student to flyi ng would be to put 

him in a pri vate booth, equipped with a TV screen and video tape player 
to graduall y absorb cassette presentations on the theory of flight, basic 
control use , aircraft terminology, the how and why of preflight inspection, 
layout of r unway and traffic patterns, how to take and use a radio, a 
common sense approach to air traffic regulations, and any and all basic 
subje ct material that should be pre-learned before the first flight. 

When an airline pilot starts his check out on a new aircraft type he 
first goes through a week or so of intensive ground school, where all 
systems are explained in great detail, and Froper normal and emergency 
procedures are presented, followed by written exams on each s ubject. He 
then progresse s to a CPT {a Cockpit Procedure Trainer). This is an exact 
reproduction of the aircraf~ cockpit. llist of the switches and instruments 
aren't hooked up at all. The purpose of this unit i s t o enable the new . 
pilot to get used to his new sur·roundings, learning where all the switches, 
dials, controls, etc. are. Here an instructor drills a complete new crew 
over and over a.gain on-normal and emergency procedures for everything from 
engine start to shtit-d.own and securing. 

When he and the other crew members are proficient they go to the flight 
simulator. Thi s marvelous example of electronic wizardry has been developed 
to a degree of reality.that is startling. They were pr e t ty good back in 
the early '60s when I went thru 707 checkout, but we had no visual presen
tation of the runway and airport environment at that time, so we had to 
take several hours of actual flight transition before we took our rating 
ride with the FAA. They got better ·wheL we trained for the 747 ana here 
we were introduced to the CPT and a fairly good visual pr e sentation and 
our actual f l ight training ~ime was narrowed down to a couple of hours of 
II.S approaches and touch and go landings before we moved on to 25 hours of 
line flying while supervised by a company line check-pil ot. 

But there have been some big changes in the simulators since those 
days. I recently baa. an opportunity to go back out t o DFW and ":fly" the 
very late st in simulators and I couldn't really believe how much more 
realistic this one was. The visual very closely approaches the real thing 
now and s o are the sounds. There is also a big, b ig improvement in simu
lated mot ion, which has always been the simulator's biggest deficiency. 
It's all so good now that the FAA has approved doing- the entire training 
syllabus in the "box". The new pilot can train f'or any airport in the 
world and all they have to do is plug in the appropriate cassette. I "flew" 
into Hong Kong with a reduced visibility night time approa ch. I had made 
a couple of day time entries there dltring the "good old daysn and it's a 
hair-raising approach in extremely close proximity to hills and apartment 
houses , but I was a nervous wrE:ck "going in" there at "night ". You fly 
a continuous turning and descending path as you follow a series of beacon 
type lights on the tops of hills and buildings. If you don't closely 
conform to the prescribed procedures you would overshoot the runway, so 
it's a needle threading operation. They can even add a pretty realistic 
local thunderstorm, with turbulence, rain and lightning, to make it even 
more challenging. 

Of course the present crop of desk top simulator s leave a lot to be 
desired when compared to the super-sophisticated, but t hey are not too 
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bad for development of basic instrument scan habits and familiarity with 
IFR procedure s. Preprogrammed video tape lessons could be used to pro
vide low cost i nstruction with a fair degree of reali sm. Such simulators 
could save students several hundred dollars in rental costs, but their 
greatest value would be enhanced pilot proficiency and a greatly enhanced 
level of understanding of basic flight techniques, all adding up t o safer 
pilots. 

JIM BEDE'S business ethics are a well-known and sore subject with 
many EAAers, but he did have some pretty good ideas. One of them was to 
put an engine-less BD-5 on the end of a boom attached t o the front end 
of a truck. This allowed the BD-5 to be 11 flmm. 11 (within limits) while 
being pushed down a paved strip at X mph . Economics may make this 
teaching method an accepted practice in the future. The novelty aspect 
and enhance d training safety could make it very popular. 

Remember DR. PAUL MCREADY, the designer and const r uctor of the 
"Gossamer Condor", the world's first man powered airplane '? .And his next 
one that flew across the English Channel'? On March 5th at the University 
of Texas (at Dallas) you'll have a chance to hear him in person. Further 
details will be announced at our regular February meeting. 

Our J anuary program format was directed towards introducing newer 
Chapter members to the various designs available. We had originally 
intended t o cove r the entire spectrum via 5 minute thumbna i l sketches 
that highlighted the vital statistics of weight, size, per formance , etc.; 
the quality, cost, and readability of the plans; tools and shop area 
needed; availability content, and c•st of kits; and pert i nent experiences 
of the builders. It soon was evident that one cannot do justice to such 
a design in only 5 minutes, so at least a part of our Febr uary and March 
meetings may be devoted to discussion on the designs t hat we ran out of 
time to cover in January. (See the V.P.'s page for de t ails.) 

The J anuary meeting saw us taking a look at the Stephen's Akro by 
HAP BUCE, wherein he told of building and flying his unmodified version, 
and also di scussed the modifications made by LEW SHAW and CHARLEY RAMB 
on the irs . J OHN AUSTIN told of building his T-18 ba ck i n the early days 
and his flyi ng experiences with it over the years. CHARLEY GRANT covered 
the building and flying of his Starduster I and the pleasure it has given 
him, while CLARENCE WAY told of his biplane love, t he Ratz . LEW NIXON 
nicely cover ed the Dragonfly design and the reasons behind i ts selection 
as a project. I did a run-down on that tiny French twin engine des ign, 
the Cri-Cri (Cricket). JOHN KRANKER also gave a nice presentation on 
the POLLIWAGON, a design that's relatively new to us. 41 QAl<J"~gA) IJN 

~ flt/¥/J./IJI/IE 
Our first Chapter Designee, RICH GARDNER, has had to resign, due to 

the press of his other activities, and we took the occasi on to express 
our deep appr eciation for his many years of faithful and outstanding 
service by presenting him with a memorial plaque, as a token of esteem 
by Chapter members. His sage counsel will be sorely missed! 

I recently wrote an account of Don Williams' advent ure on his solo 
cross-count ry, which ended up with him getting shot. I received the 
following letter from the Lubbock Chapter as a result of that account: 



To: IJick. Lavin 
From: EAA Chapter #19 
he mo: " whoppers" 

uear Dic k , 

--s--

Uv er tne past months, the members of EAA Chapter 19 (Lubbock) have 

hon es tl y enjoyed hearing the exploits of your members in "hangar Echoes" and 

ha ve marveled at the diversity of the stories coming from the Big "D" area. 

l1 o we ve r, a particular article in your most recent issue caught our eye and 

thr o ws a snauow on your honesty in journalism. Being from West Texas we 

may be a littl e slow compared to you "city slickers", but we do know a tall 

ta.le w t1 e u we hear one • 

Th e artic l e we refer to is, of course, tne alleged incident of your own 

vice-pre sident, Don Williams. Picture if you will, the difficulty we had 

rt!ading t he account to our members with a straight face. Here is a roan, 

who ob viously had to ao a t horou~h weather check, being caught offguard by 

higb wi n os. (We suggest he stay away f ro m Lubbock in the spring . ) Being 

unabl~ to find an airport anywhere around (come on now!), he lands on a lonely 

road an d i s offered shel t er by a nearby farmer for the night. (Heginnin~ to 

s e e t h e resemblance to the Farmer's Daught er?) In the middle of the night, 

a wi ld desperado starts a shooting spree, hitting the poor pilot and his 

p l~ ue , a nd then vanishes my steriously into the night. 

Go o<l Gr ief! The extent you people will go to cover up • .TllE 1<..EST 

UF 'l'l:it STU.KY. Why don't yo u just admit that instead of indians, the shooting 

wa s <lone by the farmer himself after he caught the poor guy with his prettiest 

o f fs pring . You may be fooling his wife with that story, but you'll have 

troub l e ma king us believe it. 

l t y ou nonestly think that your chapter members are going to swallow 

th e who l e ot what you've told them ••• we've got some great swamp land out 

he re you might want to develop. Cash only and in small bills. 

Sincerely, 

EAA CHAPTER 19 



As all of you know, the account was absolutely true. Most unusual, 
yet, but still true. However, you must realize that certain Lubbock Chapter 
members have shown for years that they were woefully deficient in their 
ability to recognize a true story when they heard i t. I submit the fol
lowing story that I told. to one of their members a few years ago: 

"Back when I was flying DC-4s, one morning I was on a trip to Denver. 
About halfway there we began encountering a terrific dust storm. Via 
company radio we learned that a sudden spring cold front had brought 100 mph 
hurricane force winds to the east slope of the Rockies and beyond and had 
kicked up a real Grandaddy dust storm. Thi s dust storm was so thick that 
surface visibilities were only a few yards. The top of the dust storm (at 
our location near Dodge City) was very close to our cruising altitude of 
12,000 ft. Never before or since have I seen a dust storm so dense. It 
wasn't brown, it was black! 

We notified ATC and the company that since we had several hours of fuel 
aboard that we would make a reduce d power hold over DDC, instead of the 
possibly turbulent Denver area (in the "waterfall-like" lee side of the 
Rockies). They estimated Denver would have landing limits and calmer winds 
within two hours. DDC was also much closer to our alternate, OKC, just in 
case the forecast was sour. 

So we began our hold over DDC, flying a giant race track pattern that 
soon became most boresome. For fun, we jokingly remarked that we ought to 
put the gear down and land on top of the dust, so we did. To our surprise, 
we bounced off the top of the unbelievably thickdust-.-It was fn! With 
care, I made another landing attempt and this time it· was smooth. Out of 
force of habit I started applying brakes and was startled to feel them take 
hold. Experimenting a bit I found I could slide the tires by adding power 
and could even steer by turning the nosewheel! 

By this time the passeng.ers were in an uproar about why we had landed 
out on the "prairie" and were demanding to get out and stretch their legs, 
etc. A suddenly happening hazard caused us to wish we had never done any
thing so foolish as land there. 

As anyone living in prairie dog country well knows, those little var
mints live in "towns". They also have a well known propensity for rapidly 
scrambling up to the top of their burrows, (so that they can stand up and 
see what danger is approaching). Well.sir, those critters can dig a burrow 
at unbeliev~ble speed normally, but on that day they generated such speed 
thru the slightly less dense dust that they were popping out of the top of 
the dust so fast that their momentum carried them another 50 ft. in the 
air--and there we were, right 1rr the big middle of thousands of those little 
varmints! The noise they made banging into the skin of the airplane was 
like it sounds when you fly into a "bad hailstorm. Were we reJ.ieved to get 
out of there? We heaved sighs of relief that actually caused the wind
shields to bulge out some 6 inches1 To cap off the whole thing we had 
quite a time explaining why the airplane had so many dents in it and was 
also covered with blood. · 

We first tried to explain i"t away by saying we flew thru a flock of 
birds, but when they found hair instead of feathers mixed with blood, we 
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had to confes s. As a result of our indiscret i on the company put out a 
stern regulati on (that's still in the books today), prohibiting simulated 
or actual l andi ngs at anyplace other than de signated airports." 

When I told this story to one of the Lubbock clan he just snorted and 
walked off, muttering something about sending that story to some Club or 
other up at Burlington, Wis.! Well, si:r, hi s r eacti on ~t _!!Le ~ t~ quiclL 
and here they are again casting veiled aspers i ons on my verarity! It's 
sad, that's what it is. Really sad. The Good Book tells us to be forgiving, 
tho', so we 'll have to just leave it at that . 

Now, I t hink you'll really enjoy laying an eyeball on ADRIAN REEDY's 
story of his recent sojourn to England which f ollows . (Gee, I wonder 
what those Lubbock cats will pick on i n h i s s tor y?) 

Warning Notice: BAA Cha pt. 168 pre s ents the mater ia l s and.\.deas expressed i n oux: 
monthly newsletter only as a clear ing ho use of info r mation and as a forum · 
for the exchang e of ideas and opinio n s , with some of the material for 
entertainment value only. No responsibi lity or liability is assumed,either 
expressed or implied, as to suitability, a ccuracy,safety, or approval 
thereof. Any party using the sugge st ions, ideas, or examples expressed 
herein does so at his own risk and d iscretion, without recourse against 
anyone. 
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Flying In Jolly Olde England 

by Adrian Reedy 

Why is it that normally sane people will take a "busman's" 
holiday"? What's ,that? You know, when a bus driver on vacation 
takes the bus and' leaves the driving to .. . '', or like my father, 
a farmer, takes vacations all over the world on farming tours . Of 
course, if you're an EAA pilot you s pend your vacations at Oshkosh 
like I did last year ~nd will again this year. Or flying a ircra ft 
at other exotic places. Since I burn keros ene for a living ( i t 
always makes a good line to tell people you 're a "heavy equipment 
operator"), it only follows that I should f ollow suit and f ly 
airplanes during my vacation. Look i ng back in my logbook I see that 
I've enjoyed wasting a lot of time and money acquiring a Commerc ial 
Glider rating (what will I ever do with that ? ), a Flight Instructor , 
Glider ~ating, a Single Engine Seaplane rating , and have managed to 
reach 32,000 feet over Pike's Peak in a Schweizer 2-34 glider . 

Having established my propensity for Ai rplane Madness , I no 
longer try to apoligize for my actions. Everybody blows their money 
on something, it only depends on one's inclinations. Let ' s just 
write it off as mstress reduction". Given !!!l_ inclination, i t 's a 
wonder I didn't think of flying in England much earlier, since my 
wife and I have been spending a bit of time there with her parents 
for the last eight years. They live in the village of Whitstable 
near Canterbury. In a fit of bortidom it was just natural to ' 'check 
out the local airport and probably buy a few maps ... " Two hundred 
dollars later ... Remember, you can ' t eat just one. A search 
through the Yellow Pages and a phone cal l took me to Rochester, Kent 
aerodrome which avefleoks the Thames River, just East of London. 

My experiences there taught me t ha t no matter what your experience 
level, when in foreign territory, take things slowly and conserva
tively. In the past, pilots with lots of heavy time have come to 
grief flying little fellers, and you only have to look at our flat
lander Texan's record in Colorado to realize that when on new ground 
(to paraphrase Teddy Roosevelt) you had best "walk softly and carry 
a small stick". My feeling is that in new situations you should 
probably double your norm~l flying margins. And flying in England 
is decidedly different from the U.S. The rules for altimeter setting 
alone are enough to drive you nuts. More about that later. 

Rochester airport itself is very interesting. A former 
military airport, it was once home to t he Short's brothers aircraft 
factory, turning out Sterling bombers before , during, and after 
World War Two. Shorts left Rochester during the early fifties, 
moving to Ireland. The former bomber works are now occupied by 
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Marconi Avionics which manufacture, among other items,the electronic 
"heads-up" flight information display for the LTV A7. They 
operate two corporate aircraft from the grass strip, an Aztec and 
a Navajo, and it is a bit different watching twin-engine aircraft 
slogging around in the mud and turf with the tube and fabric set. 
The airport itself is operated by Marconi, which furnishes the 
unicorn/tower operator. Actually it's more like a glorified unicorn 
station. The controller operates from a room overlooking the field, 
but doesn't have a full view of the traffic pattern . However, the 
communications are very tower-like: First you call before taxiing 
(Zulu India, taxi on the left side, minding the newly sodded area at 
the intersecting taxiway"T:-""""fhen call ready for takeoff ("Zulu India 
you are cleared for takeoff on the right side the of the runway, 
there's a wet spot at midfield" ). You also call before entering the 
traffic circuit, again on downwind , and also turning "finals". You 
receive the standard ATIS informat ion plus any traffic that is in 
the circuit. The British aircraft registration "numbers" did cause 
some mind muddling because they don't use numbers, only letters. 
My aircraft 's registration was something like G-BGZI (the G designates 
British registration just like our N designates U.S. registry) which, 
on the radio translates to "Bravo Golf Zulu India", or in pilot's 
shorthand after establishing initial contact, just "Zulu India". 
It can be a tongue twister when you 're accustomed to U.S. numbers 
with one or two phonetic letters occasionally tagged on. 

The altimeter setting procedures took a bit of getting used to. 
You are given a "QHB" pressure sett ing (which sets your altimeter 
to height above sea level),and a "QFE" pressure setting (which sets 
your altimeter to read zero altitude while you're on the ground, or 
height above the airport while in flight). These altimeter pressure 
settings are given in millibars and not in inches of mercury. 
Our standard pressure of 29.92 is equal to 1013.2 millibars. If 
staying in the pattern you use QFE and if leaving the pattern you use 
QNH. Also complicating the picture is the practice of setting your 
altimeter to standard pressure (29.92" or 1013.2mb) when flying above 
3,000 feet (as opposed to 18,000 feet in the U.S.). Confusing? If 
you get it figured out or if I've gotten this all backwards I don't 
want to hear about it. - --

Actually, on reflection, I like the tower/unicorn setup. The 
"controller" always made you aware of other traffic in the pattern and 
that cannot help but enhance safety. I believe the idea of a 
discrete frequency for each non-controlled airport and required 
traffic calls would cut out most traffic pattern mid-airs. I was 
much impressed with the overall communications competency of the 
pilots over there. They are much more knowledgeable and disciplined 
than the average U.S. pilot. This could be because radio navigation 
and communication is not required knowledge on the U.K. private pilot 
exams, but rather is administered as a separate "R/T" rating, just 
as night flying requires additional training and testing, They also 
have a limited IFR rating for use outside controlled airspace. 
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On the ground outside the flying club building is an airport 
''Signals Area" with a manually set wind T which des i gnates the 
active runway. There are also painted signal panels, which, when 
laid out on the ground around the edges o f the area, give information 
as to right or left traffic patternJairport unsafe for use, hard 
surfaces only in use, and other special precautions. 

My flyi ng was done at the Headcorn Flying School. Isn't t hat 
a great name? To be fair, I suppose that a lot of our names sound 
funny to them . Thought about "Possum Kingdom" lake l ate·l y? 
Headcorn uses the Pierre-Robin aircraft Robin D400. Pierre-Robin 
is not a well known name in the U.S . It's an old-line, small 
volume manufacturer located at Dijon, France. The Robin is one of 
their original designs , wood with dacron covered wings. The wingtips 
a e bent up at the ends li~e the Jodels and T- 18's . The nose gear 
is offset to the right, I suppose to allow more clearance at the 
bottom of the engine. The canopy slides forward instead of aft. 
Dual stick controls do not penetrate the f l oor between your legs, 
but rather curve up under your inboard th i gh and are joined together 
under the center console. Therefore the s tick movement is not 
completely linear but has a small bit of off-center motion. You 
don't notice it during use but just looks di fferent. Construction 
has to be much lighter and simpler. The French have a way of building, 
to our eyes , very odd looking machinery. Have you seen an older 
model Citreon? Hydraulic suspension that's adjustable. Fr ont wheel 
drive. A four cylinder two stroke engine . Appear ance right out of 
Star Wars. But from allaccounts I've read , it ' s a superbly crafted 
automobile and has a ride that American c ars have yet to approach, 
particularly over bumps and potholes. Back to the Robin. If 
you've not flown a wooden airplane before you' ve got a surprise 
coming. In a word, it's QUIET, one of wood's great advantages. The 
instrumentation is pretty much standard, with the exception that 
altimeter pressure setting was calibrated i n millibars instead of 
inches of mercury. A second, older Robin I flew at a later date did 
prove to have a few surprises in store. The oil pressure gauge was in 
millibars per square pascal, or some such nonsense. I figured that 
since it was reading in the green and the r ed low oil pressure light 
was not on that the pressure was OK. The engine didn't quit so must 
have been right. On the early Robins (does an early Robin get the 
worm?) the manufacturer has a simple, fullproof way of insuring that 
you get checked out prior to flying. They hide t he master switch. 
'It defies location and I cons ider myse lf t o be very sharp in t hat 
area since my Tri-Pacer has its switch hidden underneath the front 
seat. After an embarassing ten minutes of futile searching, I gave 
up and asked a passing pilot to rescue me. The master switch turned 
out to be the cabin heat knob located right in the center of the panel. 
When you want the master switch on you s imply pull out the cabin heat 
knob about four inches and voila,,Electricity ! Never did find out 
if the cabin heat was turned on with an e l ectrical switch. Pierre
Robin also makes an all meta l line of aircra f t that look a lot like 
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the obin D400 with the exception of using a straight wing. As a 
matter of fact Robin's metal aircraft look suspiciously like Chris 
Heintz Zenith kit aircraf t line. It turns out that Chris worked 
for Pierre-Robin at one t i me. Both the metal and fabric Robin 
aircraft are offered with a variety of Lycoming engines, from about 
110 Hp. to 160 Hp. (180 Hp. in the metal aircraft), making up a 
complete line of 2 place, "2 plus 2~', and 4 place aircraft. The 
back seat s are simple s napout cushions so that that you can carry 
two small children, even in the 110 Hp. model Robin. I noticed 
tat the 125 Hp. version I flew was rated at 2000 pounds gross 
weight. That's a lot of weight for 125 Hp. Most Tri-Pacers and 
Cherokees with 150 Hp . are rated around 2000 pounds gross so the 
P.obin is carrying the same weight on 25 less horses. This would 
certainly make careful flight planning and good judgement a necessity 
when fly ing this aircraft at maximum gross. 

One of the things I wasn't prepared for was the high cost 
involved. Maps at ten dollars each (although they did have a nice 
acetat e overlay), lOOLL Avgas at $5.00 per Imperial gallon. Car 
petrol is ONLY around $3.00 per, so you can see that the tax man is 
hitting you over the head with a $2.00 per gallon penalty to indulge 
in your extravagant hobby. (Second thought: Some of the extra cost 
is probably due to the low volume of Avgas sold, and the high costs 
of shi p ing and handling such a low volume, but two dollars?) The 
Robin rented for about $70.00 per hour, wet. It'°sno wonder so many 
Brits come over here f or training. The Anglo-American Flying School 
at Meacham airport in Ft. Worth is run by a couple of ex Limeys and 
I understand about 90% of their students are non U.S. Also, the 
Curzon Flight School at Love Field in Dallas is a branch of an 
English school. It's much less expensive for them to fly over here 
on cheap fares and stay several months for training rather than 
doing i t at home. Well, the Brits have always been about 20 years 
ahead of us Yanks. Let's hope that Reagonomics or some other program 
of economic reform turns us around . You only have to look across the 
pond t o see where our old programs are taking us~ In about ten more 
years I' ll retire to Acapulco and open t he "American-Mexican Flying 
School". Se Hablo English. 

Now to the flying part. My cockpit checkout and paperwork was 
attended to by an Assistant Flight Instructor. As I understand it, 
an AFI can do certain types of instruction, but may not sign students 
off fo r solo or crosscountry. I didn't even see THE flight instructor 
until we got into the cockpit together. Struck me as a little odd 
but if that's the way t hey do things ... The flying part of the 
checkout was pretty much plain v~nilla: slow flight, a few stalls, 
flaps up and down, a f ew bounce and goes. The Robin is one fine 
flying machine. THE instructor's only comment was that I didn't 
lower the nose fast enough on the stall recoveries, For light 
aircraft he was right . On large aircraft you are trained to slowly 
lower t he nose to a spec ified pitch attitude. This avoids the 
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secondary stall its easy to get when you suddenly stop a fast 
pitch reduction of an aircraft with a lot of mass. A good lesson . 
You never know so much that you can't benefit from re-learning old 
material. Another old lesson relearned was how hard it is to find 
a green sod strip when its surrounded by green terrain in rolling 
hills. I was only temporarily disoriented for a few minutes. The 
newspaper headl ine would probably have read, "Lost Airline Pilot 
Escapes Death by Landing Piper Cub in Farmer's Field". I love it. 

A cross-country flight with an English friend was great fun. 
From Rochester we flew East to Manston Air Station (an old Battle 
of Britain airfield) near Ramsga~e, contacting Kent Radar to keep 
us s~parated from the occasional military aircraft that use Manston. 
Turning South from Ramsgate it was only about ten minutes to Dover, 
then Northwest to return to Rochester via Canterbury. Thought I 
understood English English pretty well until talking to the radar 
controller. Well, that's what "Say again" is for. Some high points: 
Taking off over an old castle complete with moat, the Hovercraft 
port at Ramsgate, the White Cliffs of Dover, Canterbury Cathedral 
from the air, and wondering for an hour if I really did have oil 
pressure. 

Cross-country flights are not too exhorbitantly expensive, 
considering the short distances involved. Our round-Robin (Ha!) 
around the Southeast corner of England only took one hour. Still, 
most locals probably find that keeping current with an occasional 
XC thrown in is about all they can financiall y manage. Given the 
superb bu~'~rain service and the short distances, I can understand 
why light aircraft travel has never caught on as a practical mode 
of transportation. It probably never will. 

Another interesting facet of English aviation is the existence 
of a ~arie ty of European and English factory and experimental aircraft 
that we never see in the U.S. Ever hear of a Rollison Condor? 
an Auster? A DH Puss Moth? A Turbulent? A lot of the old stick 
and cloth and wooden designs are still in service. Another trip 
took us to Redhill Aerodrome located on the North edge of the Gatwick 
control zone . Redhill is another sod airport and the home of Bristow 
Helicopters and the Tiger Club, a flying club which operates two 
Tiger Moths (one, the world' s oldest f lying example), · a couple of 
Belgian Stampes, and several Jodels . I really did want to get checked 
out in a itoth ( there's got to be a pun there somewhere. How about, 
"This has got to be the tightest cockpit I' ve ever been in". What 
can you come up with? ). However, the weather didn't cooperate. 
Probably just as well. Didn't see anything in the cockpit that was 
recognizable. 

The English are right behind the French in designing weird 
machines . You'd expect it of the British tho. Anybody that drives 
on the wrong side of the highway .. . When I used to fly the Tri-Star 
(with Rolls-Royce engines), the question came to mind, "Do English 
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turbines rotate opposite U.S. designs, as do their props?" A 
quick inspection after the next landing revealed the answer: Sure do. 

I guess I can live with wrong-way engines and driving on the 
left side. But did you realize that English hot and cold water 
taps are opposite? Light switches? Even buttons and zippers on 
shirts are on opposite sides compared to ours. If the real facts 
were known, its probably our revolutionary war was not fought over 
tea or taxes, but probably something like the Brits trying to force 
us Yanks to wear our buttons on the wrong side . Oh, well. 

Flying ''over there" is a great method of breaking out of the 
~Flying Doldrums~ If the opportunity presents itself, give it a try . 

Our FAA certificates are accepted by the British CAA and the 
paperwork and hassles are at a minimum, probably less than in the 
U.S. Don't know why I waited so long but can't wait to get back. 
Tiger ~oth here I come! 

Thanks,. Adria.no for _a_ most excellent story. It Is also obvious 
that you have a previously undiscovered talent as a writer~ Most people 
will tell you, " I can• t write"; but they~ tell a story to a friend 
with the greatest of ease. That's a ll writing REALLY is anyway-just 
telling a story to a friend, or friend s. I' d like to encourage-all 
of you to write of one or more of your experiences, or tell the story 
of how you came to select your project, followed by a diary-like story 
of the events after that, etc. 

- ---· . . ---------------------------------------
! got a call from chapter member, Harold Mauch, the other day in 

r egard to a fly-in at Airpark on Sunday, March 14th. It's sponsored by 
Chapter 661, whose prez is ••• Harold Mauch. Rain date will be one week 
later, Mar. 21. It 's called a "sack lunch" fly-in, meaning bring your 
own chow. Things will get under way at 1:00 pm and will feature flying 
and display of ultra lights and homebuilts . Harold also said he's 
looking for one or two to share expenses in his C-172 to OSH '82 and he 
also has dorm rez for two already .(Made yours yet? Better not delay. 
A lot of people were disapponte~ last year that put it off, remember?) 

Ba·a wx got us on both the regul~i"r aad the rain date for our fly-in 
at Mesquite, so we 'll have to do this 'un over later. Perhaps I shouldn't 
call it a fly-in. Each month on the last week end of the month all of 
us in the chapter with flying airplanes have decided it would be nice if 
we all fl ew more or less together to one of the airports on the perimeter 
of the Metroplex and parked together, so that we c n acquaint genenal 
aviation people with EAA and EAA airplanes, have f ogling airplanes, 
gab with each other, and just generally have an ex se to fly somewhere 0 

If some of you decide to drive in and join in on th gabbin',etc 0 fine. 
Tjli~ m.on_!h it's on ~eb. 2?1:.h, Saturq<!,Y ~ f_:ternoon a t 1pm to maybe 4pm, 
at ~c;-~_E ~unic!pal _l~i.rpo_Et. R~Jn _g~~ _a ~ -e~- la_ r. If that one 
bombs out, too, we'll just forget it until some lat date. one of our 
future ports of call will be Tyler, to visit with t members of Chapt. 
727, which is beginning to be a very active chapter. That might be a 
good time to see a bit of their famous Rose Festival too. 

'Bout out of time, ideas, space, altitude, airspeed, and brains6 so 
I'll be looking forward to seeing you at our Feb. 23rd regular meetingJ 
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PRDGRAMS. AND EVENTS 

1. REGULAR MEETING PROGRAMS - Rate Choices Numer i cally with #1 Being Highest Priority. 

COhSTRUCTION/RESTORATION 

v·ooD 
SHEET METAL 

-STEEL TUBE 
PLASTIC & FIBERGLASS 
AIRCRAFT HARDWARE 
PAINTING & DOPI NG 
RIGGING 

-WELDING 
DESIGNEE PRESENTATIONS 

OTHER PROGRAMS - DESCRIBE: 

SYSTE?/.S 

ELECTRICAL 
HYDRAULICS 

-AVIONICS - RADIO 
-INSTRUMENTATION 

WHEELS & BRAKES 
INSPECTION 

-ENGINE INSTALLATION 
-CONVERSION - AUTO ENGS. 
-CONTROL SYSTEM INSTL. 

MISCELLANEOUS 

TEST FLYING 
-PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS 
-AIRCRAFT DESIGN 
-ROTARY WING AIRCRAFr 
--AVIATION HISTORY 
-FLIGHT TECHNIQUES 
-ULTRA LIGHT AIRCRAFT 
-SOCIAL MEETINGS WITH 
-WIVES AND/OR GUESTS 

2. WEEK END HOW-TO-DO WORKSHOPS PRESENTING CONSTRUCTION/RESTOP~.TION TECHNIQUES 
SATURDAY SUNDAY LIST DEMONSTRATIONS DESIRED: 

3. CHAPTER SPONSORED FLY-INS - LIST NUMBER DESIRED _ _ DURING MONTHS OF: ______ _ 
___________ AT FOLLOWING LOCATIONS: _______________ _ 

4. WEEK END VISITS TO MEMBER PROJECTS IN WORK STATUS: SATURDAY PM SUNDAY PM 

COMMITTEE ACTIVITY - I WI LL BE AVAILABLE FOR CONSIDERATION AS A CHAIRPERSON: 

SAFETY OFFICER 
-WELCOMING COMMITTEE 

HISTORIAN 
MEMBERSHIP 
PUBLIC RELATIONS 

HANGAR ECHOES NEWSLETTER 

PROGRAMS 
SOCIAL ACTIVITIES 
FLY- INS 
WOMENS AUXILIARY 
FUND RAISING 

IF YOU DESIRE CONTINUED MONTHLY P.ECEIPT OF OUR NATIONALLY RECOGNIZED NEWSLETTER IN ITS 
PRESENT FORMAT AND CONTENT, EXTEND IN THE TRADITIONAL E.A.A. SPIRIT --- ~EL P ---

1. _I WOULD LIKE TO LEARN HOW TO OPERATE & MAINTAIN THE CHAPTER PRINTING DUPLICATOR. 
2. _I CAN BE AVAILABLE TO HELP ASSEMBLE THE NEWSLETTER ONE E\lENING EACH MONTH. 
3. __ I CAN HELP IN THE THIRD CLASS MAILING & ZIP CODING OF THE NEWSLETTER AND PROCESS 

IT TF..ROUGH THE ADDISON, 'I'EXAS POST OFFICE EACH MONTH. 
4. _I CAN ASSIST IN ART WORK FOR PREPARATION OF COVERS & ARTICLES. 
5c I CAN ARRANGE FOR A PERIODIC TYPING OF THE COPY FOR THE NEWSI.ETTER. 
6. I CAN EXECUTE DRAWINGS FOR NEWSLETTER ARTICLES. 
7. I CAN EXECUTE CARTOONS FOR USE IN THE NEWSLETTER. 
8. I CAN ASSIST IN KEEPING THE NEWSLETTER MAIL LABEL LIST CURRENT. 
9. I CAN PERIODICALLY WRITE ARTICLES - NEWS OR TECHNICAL - FOR THE NEWSLETTER. 
10. I CAN PERFORM CAMERA WORK FOR THE NEWSI.ETTER - BLACK & WHITE. 
11. I CAN FURNISH BLACK & WHITE FILM DEVELOPMENT & ENLARGING HELP FOR THE NEWSLETTER. 

1981 CHAPTER PERFORMANCE RATING 

I COi-lSIDER THAT THE TOTAL CHAPTER ACTIVITY PERFORMANCE SHOULD BE RATED AS: 
__ POOR __ FAIR GOOD __ EXCELLENT . THEY WOULD HAVE BEEN OF MORE VALUE & INTEREST 
TO ME IF: 

NAME TELEPHONE NUMBER -------------------- ·---------

• 



Human-Powered Flight Pioneer tso· Speak March 5, 1982 at UTD 

Dr. Paul B. MacCready, father of successful human-powered flight and the world 
leader in solar-powered aviation, will discuss his work and achievements March 5 in 
a lecture before the "Friends of the History of Aviation Collection" at The Univer
sity of Texas at Dallas. 

Open to the public at no charge, MacCready's presentation will begin at 8:15 p.m. 
in UTD's Conference Center auditorium. Previous speakers in the annual lecture series, 
established in 1963 and sponsored by the History of Aviation Collection, include such 
distinguished history makers as Gen. Benjamin D. Foulois, Dr. Paul Garber, Capt. Dick 
Merrill, Chuck Yeager and astronaut Neil Armstrong. 

The successes which brought MacCready worldwide fame began during an August 1977 
demonstration in California, when his "Gossamer Condor" became the first human-powered 
craft to achieve sustained, controlled flight over a predetermined figure-eight course. 
That breakthrough earned him a prize of 50,000 British pounds sterling which had been 
established in 1959 to encourage such a feat. The "Condor" now hangs in the Smithsonian 
Institute's National Air and Space Museum in Washington, D.C. beside the Wright Brothers' 
"1903 Flyer" and Lindbergh's "Spirit of St. Louis." 

Just under two years later, in June 1979, MacCready's "Gossamer Albatross" be
came the first human-powered aircraft to cross the English Channel, earning him 
another 100,000 pounds sterling from the same British source, the largest prize 
in aviation history. Both the "Condor" and the "Albatross" were powered by the pilot, 
using pedals like those found on bicycles. 

"Gossamer Albatross II," one of two backup vehicles for the Channel crossing, 
was selected by NASA for low-speed flight research. Fitted with an electric motor, 
it is lighter and sustains flight at slower speeds than any other aircraft in the 
world. 

Most recently, in July 1981, MacCready's "Solar Challenger" made the first solar
powered crossing of the English Channel, from Paris to Canterbury. 

Born in 1925 in New Haven, Conn., MacCready has been a leader in various as
pects of aviation all his life. As a youth, he became an outstanding model airplane 
builder, establishing many national championship records for innovative flying de
vices. During the 1950's he won three U.S. championships and a world championship 
in soaring. He has also pioneered in high altitude atmospheric research. 

Among the honors MacCready holds are the "Engineer of the Century" award from 
The American Society of Mechanical Engineers (1980); the Collier Trophy, awarded 
annually for "the greatest achievement in aeronautics or astronautics in America;" 
and the 1979 Reed Aeronautical Award "to honor the most notable achievement in the 
field of aeronautical science and engineering." 

Established in 1963, the UTD History of Aviation Collection is one of the few 
internationally recognized, comprehensive aviation history research libraries in 
the Western Hemisphere. In the U.S., it is second in size in its field only to the 
National Air and Space Museum Library. Over 50 years in the making, it includes 
more than 200 substantial collections covering every facet of aviation and space 
history. Among these is the Admiral Charles Rosendahl Collection, the world's 
largest on lighter- than-air aviation. The History of Aviation Collection is unique 
in that every one of its several million archival items is accessible for public 
use and research. 

The Collection is housed on the third floor of UTD's Eugene McDermott Library 
and is open to the public at no charg~ Mond

1

ay-Friday from 9 a.m.-noon and 1-5 p.m. 
and at other times by appointment. 
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" ' SERVING ALL YOUR NEEDS IN: 
' HEATING, AIR CONDITIONING & REFRIGERATION 

CLARDY's CONTRACT SERVICE 

SPECIALIZING IN G.E. EQUIPMENT 

9007 SAN BENITO 214/327-4324 

' . 
AERO COUNTRY ESTATES WEST 

Airport Residential lots and Hanger sites. 
Restricted 

Municipal Water 
2900 ft. Paved & Ughted Aunwoy 

contact John Austin 1 347-2373 

TEXAS' GREATEST SPORT AIRPORT 

George Carrol (214) 637-3598 

AIRCRAFT SUPPLY COMPANY 
7204 PARWELK 

(ANSON & HINES Near Boy Scout Bldg.) 

DALLAS, TEXAS 75235 
AN • MS • NAS HARDWARE & ACCESSORIES 

ATTENTION: HOMEBUiLDERS! ! ! 

USED AIRPLANE PAFffS 

PAUL CAMP 

214/227-4569 LANCASTER AIRPORT 

NEW! NEW! 
We are Now Distributors for DITZLER 

Aircraft Paints 
All Colors Supplied from Stock .. . 

We also have Aircraft Supplies, Pilot Supplies, 
Ground Support Equipment & More. 

8122 DENTON DRIVE 
DALLAS, TEXAS 75235 Phone (214) 350-7066 ' 

FROM ONE HOMEBUILDER TO ANOTHER. 
If you Need Insurance of Any Kind--
Auto, Plane, Home, Business ••• Let: 

DELMO JOHNSON INSURANCE AGENCY_ 

Find Answer to Your Particular Need. 

Just Call: 
Delmo (Pitts Special> Johnson 
1901 Ross, 214/741-6001 or 747-0635 

M. J. KRUGER 817/533-2307 
RT. 1, MALONE, TEXAS 76660 

KRUGER PROPELLER SERVICE 

SPECIALIZING IN AIRCRAFT, MARINE AND 
EXPERIMENTAL PROPELLERS. 

~ 
SEATON & SEATON 

AIR CONDITIONING 
SERVICE 

NORMAN N . SEATON. CFI 214-270-3791 

Airplanes 
Instruments 

Used Parts 
f:ngones 
i!ad,os 

BOBBY'S PLANES 'N PARTS 
6701 Cardinal Road 

Fort Worth, Texas 76180 
(across from Mangham Airport) 

BOBBY OSBORN 
Bus. 817-281-8468 

Res (metro) 268-2786 

WRDED 
ASSQIUS 

AIRCRAFT PLVWOOD HARDWARE 

AI.PHA Av1A 110N Sum., Co. 
'-€._ I'. 0 BOX641 •GREENVILLE. TEXAS 15401 

214-455-3593 



1982 CHAPTER OFFICERS 

PRESIDENT NEWSLETTER EDITOR 

John C. Harast R. K. Cavin (Dick) 
3018 Merrell Road 10529 Somerton Drive 
Dallas, TX 75229 Dallas, TX 75229 
214/350-3990 214/351-4604 

VICE PRESIDENT PUBLISHER 

Clarence R. Way Ernie Ludwick 
7119 Dalewood Lane 3130 Pin Oak Court 
Dallas, TX 75212 Farmers Branch, TX 75234 
214/827-2357 214/241-1185 

SECRETARY PHOTOGRAPHER 

Dow G. Williams Monty Swift 
2747 Moon River Lane P.O. Box #116 
Dallas, TX 75234 Irving, TX 
214/241-7956 214/253-2844 

TREASURER GRAPHICS/ ART-WRITER 

William R. Powers Jim Patterson 
2608 Housley St. 3705 Normandy 
Dallas, TX 75228 Dallas, TX 75205 
214/321-5096 214/528-8307 

LIBRARIAN CHAPTER TOOL CUSTODIAN 

Don Brookshier RobertJ. Geren (Bob) 
-1802 Slengarry Dr. 3021 Stonehenge Lane 
Carrollton, TX 75006 Carrollton. TX 75006 
214/242-5601 214/242-5911 
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POST OFFICE BOX 168 
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SAFETY OFFICER 

Norm Seaton 
11240 Drummond Dr. 
Dallas, TX 75228 
213/270-3791 

Sharon Seaton 
11240 Drummond Or. 
Dallas. TX 75228 
214/270-3791 

SPECIAL EVENTS 

Jim Rushing 
214/727-5630 
Bus.214/996-3898 

Bob Cutler 
214/361-56-51 

DIRECTORS 

John Austin 
214/347-2373 

Charles Grant 
214/247-2491 

Larry Grimm 
214/596-0467 
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214/826-4464 

Joh·n Snyder: <i.. 
214/235-9672 
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